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Eckman Speaks on Students
,O to Lose
Corporate Takeovers Booze?
By ANDY PICKEL

John Eckman. chief executive
of Rorer Group. Inc .. \\as the gue t
~peaker at a luncheon sponsored
by the Business and Economic.
Council. M r. Eck man . poke on
the topic of corporate takeovers.
The Iuncheon. held in the President\ Dining Room. was attended
by President Richter. students.
faculty and members of the Bu. ines
and Economics Council.
Mr. ECKman has been in olved
in t he corpora te ta keo" er scene as
chief executive officer of the diversified health-care company. Rorer
Group. Inc. Eckman's company.
with its 92 subsidiaries. is very
attractive to takeover raiders because of its digestible si7e. The
company's market \alue is $697.4
million. When in\estment bankers
consider what corporate shoppers
are looking for. Mr. Eckman says
.. It's all punched into a computer.
and out comes our name."
Mr. Eckman gave three reasons
for the recent boom in corporate
takeo\ers. The first reason is the
high concentration of corporate
control through the 0\\ nership of
stock in corporate hands. Se\ enty
percent of the in\t~stors in the
market arc insiti utional il1\ estors.
while only thirty percent arc individuals. Portfolio managers make
the investment decisions for these
institutions. Eck man revealed his
concern for the moti\ es behind the
portfolio managers' decisions. The
pressure on portfolio managers to
seck e\er-increasing performance
in contrast to the long term has led
to speculation.
The second reason for the recent
increase in corporate takeoH:rs is
the ready 'a\ailability of funds for
loan through high-yielding or
"junk" bonds as they arc referred
to due to their high risk. Eck man
sees this large corporate debt accumulation as being unfa\orable
hecause if the economy hits a
downturn. the rate of default on
these bonds \\ ill amplify the downturn in the economy.
The final reason for the expansion in corporate takeovers is the
current administration's slacking
of the ami-trust laws. In the past.
stril'l anli-trw,t enforceJ11l'nt.insured

By LISA SABIA
Staff W ritet

that power \vas not concentrated
in too few hands.
Additional observation on the
takeover scene include the fact that
when word leaks out that a takeover is in the offing. the stock
shoots up and a premium has to be
paid. The takeover party is forced
to pay more than the initial price.
In pharmaceutical companies the
price of the stock increases by
100',.
Companies that show promise
\\ ith good management are the
more attractive to corporate raiders,
rather than companies in trouble.
U nfriendl_ takeovers are not heneficial. Messrs. Picken ' and Icahn
aren't looking for mergers that are
beneficial to the companies involved. They are not considering
the \\ ell-being of the company but
often force a company to pay
greenmail which ends up being
less cO!'ltly than a struggle to retain
control yet weakens the healthy
company.
The aCLJuisition and sale of ~ub
~idiarie~ is a major aspect of fI':!'ItruclUring a corporation. This re~truc
turing can produce favorable result~
\\ hen a friendly mcrgerls heneficial
to hoth partie~ involved.
, M r. Eck man entertained LJuestion!'l from the group. then closed
hy stressing the \alue of a liberal
education. He bdie\e!'l it hetter
prepares thl' . . tudent not only for
the: corporate world hut for living a
fuller li\e.
Luncheon ...... imilar to thi~ one
arc heing organized h~ the ne\\ Iy
formed Busine... ~ and Economic . .
Cluh in conjunction \\ ith the Business and I· cOllomics (·ounl·il.

The alcohol policy concerns us
all on the Ur inu campu . Administration. faculty and tudent all
ha ve an intere t in what ocial life
at Ur inu will become when the
drinking policy i changed. And
changed it will be. whether we
realize it or not. The U.S.G.A
would like a new policy to be
adopted as oon as possible and
enforced orne time after Spring
Break.
Because of the nation-wide
crackdown on drunk driving and
underaged drinking, college campu es are no longer a safe haven
for young adult who drink. The
L.C.B. and State Police have already raided other college campuses
in Pennsylvania, and who is to say
it could not happen at U rsi~us?
Before there is opportunity for this
to happen. the administration has
decided to change the existing
policy.
According to Pre ident Richter,
it is not that the existing alcohol
policy is bad, it is not compatible
with state laws. State law prohibits
the consumption of alcohol to
those under twenty-one years old.
And with the overwhelming reponsibility of liability, the problem
is compounded. If ~omeone leaves
your party and has an accident,
you and your organization will be
held legally responsible.
It is because of situations such as
this that the U.S.G.A. proposed an
alternative policy. The policy has
many good points sllch as compulsory Alcohol Awareness courl\e
for all students and an Alcohol
Policy and Review Board which
will review policies and their effectiveness. Both President Richter
and Dean Kane agree thal these
ideas are very good. Many students
do not fully realize the conseLJuences alcohol can bring about.
and a course such as this would
make them realize just how serious
the problem can become. A prohlem that both President Richter
and Dean Kane found with this
alternati\e policy is in its technicalitil's. Many of the proposals
are very detailed and would be
almost impossible to enforce.

Although Dean Kane made it
clear that he wants the new Alcuhol
Policy to be as accommodating as
po sible to the students and their
needs, he presented a very ~trict
alcohol policy to the Campus Life
Committee. Under this policy disciplinary action would be taken
against anyone providing alcohol
to an intoxicated person or to
anyone who is under 21 years old.
Also, functions involving kegs
would have to be held in Ritter,
the Union or Wismer, and there
would have to be carding at these
events. The harshest proposal limits
parties in suites, dorm rooms and
houses to groups of 15 or fewer. In
essence, large-scale, open campus
parties at Ursinus will become a
thing of the past.
The U.S.G.A. and the Campus
Life Committee have been examining this problem and possible solutions since the Spring of 1985. A
decision will be made very soon as
to the furture of U rsinus' Alcohol
Policy. The finalized policy will be
brought before the administration
and faculty for approval.
But ifl a culture that encourages
alcohol consumption through millions of dollars of advertising each
year. it will be difficult to enforce a
strict drinking policy.

Alcohol
-restrictions

plague
neighboring
campuses
By JOSEPH F. PIRRO

Editor-in-Chief
The alcohol policy will be revised shortly. Don't be naive to the
situation or mislead, because it is
inevitable. Students will complain,
but they have little justification.
Ursinus College has had a liberal
attitude toward the use of alcohol
in the past, but the fortunate must
also read the la wand consider the
harsh consequences of lawsuits. A
look at area campuses shows that
change is coming.
Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pennsylvania just released a
new alcohol policy beginning this
semester. Fraternities must present
a guest list and all parties are
closed. The registering Muhlenberg
students are completely liable; the
college assumes no responsibility
for alcohol-related accidents. At
these closed parties, LCB guards
(See Campuses P9) .
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Editorial~

February 14. 1986

J

Dear Edi tor.
The tighter restrictions that are
being impo\ed by the administration ha e led me to que. tion
whether the college is fulfilling it
re pon ibilit a a liberal art) in titution . A liberal arts education
hould extend beyond classroom
acti vity to a di cu. sin n <if a full
ocial awarene s and include the
social context within which tudent Ii e.
J

The college ha an obligation to
prepare the tudent for all facets of
life. The impending change in the
alcohol policy is the late t example
of how the administration ignores
the desires of the student in the
name offorging ahead and becoming a "better Ursinus." However,
in this monomaniacal quest to
become a better college in the 90·s.
Ursinu is shirking its responsibility
to today's students.

the 1. 100 \ tudents who are here
now. We pay our $9.000 a yea r.
ye t no one i\ li\tening to us. The
chool i\ promoting a philosophy
of "progre..,s" by which the college
mo\ es forward \\- ithout regard to
student needs. Is a "better Ursinu)"
one in\\- hi ch the majority of students is unhappy with campus
social life? Is a "better Ursinu "
one in which several students are
killed each year in automobile
accidents because they lea e campus for weekends?
The murmur of discontent from
the heart of Ur inus College is a
sure sign that the direction of the
Many stuschool is misguided.
dent here are happy with what
they have now. Why change a
good thing? Students' drinking
habits are not going to change as a
result of the possihle change in the
alcohol policy. If an~ thmg. illegal
drug use will e~Calall' dra\ticaJly.

Drug use could fill vacuum

Superficially the administration
With the upcoming revision of the college's alcohol
is making the campus more appealpolicy (perhaps after spring break), there are a few dangers
ing, but the spirit of the student
to keep in mind. Many students will travel to area bars to
body is being quashed by an
consume alcohol, and some will drive home drunk. But
administration that seems to i~nore
more importantly, the change in policy may well lead to the
use of other drugs. If Ursinus has public relations problems
now, consider what the image would be if our community /
were labeled a center of illegal drug activity. Maybe a
Dear Editor,
Hdrug use" clause should be added to the proposed
alcohol policy, but the critical question remains: How will
We the supporters of Alpha Chi
these rules be enforced? Frankly, drug use cannot be
Sigma would like to ask for the
monitored without infringing on the privacy rights of the
support of the faculty, administrastudent body. We should realize that the vacuum left by the
tion and fellow students in our
administration's strict regulations concerning alcohol could
endea vor to establish a new service
very po~ibly be filled by the use of more harmful highs.
fraternity. We feel the addition of
.
JFP

By outlawing parties in dormitories the college is just closing its
eyes to many potential problems.
With the current policy the students

are given the freedom to drink
u<iing their own discretion. and the
admini-,tration is able to monitor
\\-hat goes on where. By shoveling
the prohlem under the dirty rugs of
Reimert. the adminic;tration is surrendering all control of the activities
of the students as individuals.
In the past the administration
and the student body have worked
very well together. B, imposing
rules that make this campus socially
uninhabitable. the college is creating an u -vs.-them connict between
students and administration. Is this
a "better Ursinus"?
The only real impetus for these
unnecessary change .. , towards conser atism. as far as a "better
Ursin us" is concerned. i fear of
la wsuits. If this is true. then the
school's priorities aren't to be
better. but to be richer. We as
students are being exploited for
Jur potential to bring in bucks. not
nurtured so that we can become
better people. On this basis. the
college should get out of the business. because it is not fulfilling It\
respon~ibility to the studen".
SigneJ.
Dan Whitten

Alpha Chi Sigma needs support

Sa~na

LETTER POLICY
letters must be typed and no more than 300
words. Name and telephone number are required for verification purposes. letters should
be deposited in the Grizzly mail box in Corson
,Basement by 7 p.m. Monday. The Grizzly
reserves the right to edit all letters. Requests
for anonymity will be considered by the
editorial board.

this organization would enhance
the campus atmosphere and benefit
the entire community Our group
consists of a wide range of students
binding together for this undertaking. The principles which are
the binding factor and which are
symbolized by our Greek letters

are: Assistance. Excellence and
Service. We endeavor to abide by
these in our fraternity. academic
and personal lives.
Sincerely yours.
Jeffrey S. Lord
Step~en C. Pote

controversy heats up

Dear Editor,
had the intention of installing the
Tucked away in one the of sauna, but it had been donated
U rsinus maintenance department's during an energy crisis and the
storage rooms is the complete electricity bills would have been
equipment for a sauna. It has been too costly. Since then it has remained
there for almost a decade, gathering in storage.
dust and taking up space. depriving
What then is to be done with it?
Ursinus students and faculty of its
use.
It would be very difficult to install
it. explained Dr. Davidson. He has
The sauna has a curious history. three major concerns. "First," he
AccordlOg to Dr. Randy Davidson. said. "there is the concern about
the Athletic Director. it was donated the cost of running the unit, and
to the college by Dr. Elliott, an then there is the issue of safety and
alumnus who is abo a Board -,upcrvision of the sauna. and lastly.
member. The Athletic Department where could it be putT' Overall. in

Dr. Davidson's opinion. the costs
. of the sauna would surpass the
need. However. installation of the
sauna is feasible. It can be installed
in the back of the garage area, and
can be safe if properly supervised.
There are three other options.
First. it can be gi\en back to Dr.
Elliott so that he can dispose of it
in any way he chooses. Or the
school can request Dr. Elliott's
permission to sell it. Or lastly, it
can stay where it is until someone
decides to do something about it.
Signed.
Craig DiLouie

Fire alarms are not toys!
Dear Editor.
I was disappointed to read the
letter written by Mike Pascali concerning the false alarm at Rei mert
Complex. Mike. in condemning
the person who pulled the fire
alarm thal night. had the right idea
for the wrong rea\un. Hi" reason is

.that if the alarm is pulled. police
will respond and arrest underage
urinkers. The main issue. however,
is that the fire alarms are not toys:
they are there to be used in emergency situations only.
I\s an R.A .. Mike should not be
concerned with the im:onvenience

caused to underaged drinkers. but
with the silUation had it been a real
emergency. Fortunately. the sludents were very cooperative.
What if. while the fire company.
ambulance. and police were busy
(See letters PJ)

Fl'hruar~
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Letters continued from page 2 - - - - \\ a\ting time \\ ith malicioll' fal . . e
alarm:--.... omeone. \ome\\ here \Va,
in need of their aid'! When a hou ... e
is on fire or a car accident occur\.
... econds count if li\ es and property
are to be \a ved. Bl'cau\e the emergency se\ icel) \0\ ere detai ned by a
coupk of kids \\ ho thought it
would be funny to . . ee h()\\ fa ... t the
cre\\s could \o\ake up and get to
Reimc.rt Complex. omcone could
ha \ e lost his home or . . omcone
could ha \ e died.

So. I \\ onuer \\ hn \\ ould be the
firq to complain abOUI the
"inadequac}" of the emcrgenc.
... en icc . . had lhe alarm at Rei mert
been real. and If unlls \\ere late in
respollulllg [Ju.:au'>l: lIlc~ ¥\-ere
investigating a fa!...e alarm ellie\\ here.

\Ve arc Inrtllna l C l'IHHlgh tn get

coorl'raliull from our cmergenc~
~c f\ ILl" ()\ L'r and 0\ er again
e\ en though the alarm" are lI<.,uall~
fal e. I rcali/e that underage
drinking is a problem. but it should
be kept in pcrspectivc. Stop \\ orr. inp about a party pri\ ilcge that is
Irrcle\ent \\ hen compa il'd 1, 1.l ll ;!1
L'n Kcrn like \a\ ing human It\ L"

I

CAMI-'USMEMO
Get and Stay Involved
By RICHARD P. RICHTER

This is it!
During these four year. you
ha \ e morc opportunitics to lead
As an R.A .. Mike should \ct an
and learn than you will cver have
example for those few indi\'idual,
again .
\\ ho in,i ... t on acting like children
~lnLl: lcI).
Despit~ thc golden opportunities
Let\., not abu,e our ... arct} 'y\tcm .
Laura A. K ickr for growth that await all tudents
e\crydayoflheiryear oncampu.
howe\er. I hear complaint from
faculty and staff member and
that \\ l' no\\ eJlj()~ .
Dear Editor.
'iomc 'itudents that such opporbecuu,e ora rrank .
tunitie~ go begging. Student.. they
In response to Mike Pa ... cali's
There is one other \ituation that
complain.
lack curio. ity and initiarecent letter concerning the "ser- I \\ ould like M ike to con. ider.
Although the fire company gets
iousness of ccrtai n \ituations". Mike what if the a . . \i . . tant fire chief on its share of recall .... there are manv ti ve.
. . eemed to be taking a \ ery selfish the \cene \\ as on the third floor ti mes when <.,econds count. like at ~
attitude to\\ards the malicious false and. at the \ame time. a second fire rescue or hou e fire. Fal'ic alarms
Any faculty or staff member
alarm at Reimert Hall. He look the alarm has just sounded . Now. the don't only jeopardize drinking pri\'- invol ed in advi ing extra-curricposition that if \\e. a ... the \tudent assista nt chief. instead of re . . pondi ng ilege<.,. they abo jeopardize the ular 'acti ities. I am sure. ha. a
body. don'l control our actions to the call in his u,ual couple of safety of the community as a whole. personal collection of torie to
while we dri nk. \\ e \\ on 't be allo\\- minute\ becau . . e he li\ es near the
Sincerely. support this generalization. Stued to enjoy the \ocial freedoms fire hall. is tied up on the third floor
Joseph DeSimone dents do not how up for meeting.
_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- , or programs. fail to keep promise

False alarm jeopardized safety

Pr~file:
.

,

By BETH MORRIS
Staff Writer
If one had to describe George
Fago. many words \\'ould come to
mind: interesting. intelligent. well
diversified. Dr. Fago has been a
psychology professor at U rsinus
since 1970. He graduated from
Franklin and Marshall and received
his d<lCtorate degree from the U ni\ersity of Pittsburg.
Dr. Fago was on sabbatical last

DEADLINE
FOR AliiltLES

IS MONDAY
AT 7:00'M

Dr. Fago
~emester

working on various paper~
and developing a new course for
psychology. Recently. Fago, along
with the othcr psychology profe~sors. ha~ becn very busy searching
for a replacement for Dr. Richard
Fletcher. who is retiring after this
year.
Dr. Fago kcep~ his job in per~pecti\e. "Teaching is a job that
can gobble up all of your time."
Fago stated. When Professor Fago
is not \\'orking. hl' enjoys spending
time \\ ith his two teenage daughters.
Fago also has many interests and
hobbies \\ hich kcep him busy "I
like music." stated Fago. "Ilike thc
Doors. Stones. CCR. and John
Fogarty. I do not like Madonna!!"
Aside from reading. the professor
enjoys fencing, acting. playing
bridge. and watching old movies.
One hobby Fago proudly boasts of
IS cooking. He enjoys preparing
Jifferent meals but admits. "It's no
fun cooking for adolescents."
When asked what he likes most
about teaching. Fago said that he
enjoys working with students. "I
enjoy sitting down and talking
with them. It means a lot to me."
The only problem Dr. Fago seems
to have about hi~ job is. as he
states. "Even after 15 years of
teaching. I'm still lousy at names."

Students
Spea k O ut

On A lcoh o I
By JENNIFER HEALY

As the pos..,ibilit. of having a
dry campus becomc~ a major issue.
student<., are beginning to question
and react to the sugge tions being
made for a new alcohol policy.
Many students who arc against the
idcas and regulation~ cite the 'ame
reasons for rejecting them. Two of
the main reasons are the lack of
freedom thc proposal appears to
indicate as compared to the pre 'ent
policy. and the increa e in use of
fake I. D.'s and drunk driving.
Freshman Adrienne Otis said.
"I think they're kind of pushing it
because we're in college and we
can make our own decisions. I
think Ursinus will lose enrollment
because of it. If they can't get it on
campus. they'll go off campus with
fake I.D.'s. At least on campus
they don't ha\'e tu drivc."
Li:-ia Talarico, sophmore. shares
thi~ opinion and said she "think
the alcohol policy proposal will
cau~e more problems than it will
sohe. The policy includes too many
rules \\ hich restrict the freedom
many students ha\c come here to
find."
Fre~hman Andy Luber feels that .
"" bad social em ironment will
ha\e a urastic effect on the academic
cm iron ment for the \\ orse."
Bekki Ml)l)fe. sophomore. echocs
these opinion..,. "G ranteu. the prcSl. III alcohol policy has its \\ eak
points. but e\en a, it 'tands. \\e're
(Sec Spea" Out P9)

I

~~·tu~n~rk.

fade away and ncver

Such tales of mipent opportunity can be explained in part. I
belie e. by the experimental nature
of undergraduate life. The club
and organizations, the forum programs and concerts are here to be
.
I
tned and tested. (fstudents try and

do not find the activity rewarding,
the. under. tandably do no persist.
Howe er. my advice to tudent
is to get invol ed and tay involved.
even when the fir t bl u h of enthu ia m fade . Liberal education on
our kind of campu confer upon
you the freedom to choose activitie . But if you choose not to get
in olved, you mi. s out. So freedom
lead to a curiou kind of unproductive mi. adventure. Student
often come very late in their career
on ca mpus to reali7e that they
ha e been wa ting preciou opportunitic .. But they cannot go back
and make them up. That i indeed
unfortunate.
If you look at the profiles of
alumni of Ursinu . you will find a
meaningful correlation. Tho e who
today are in po ition of leader hip
in corporation and in their profe sion tended more often than not
to bc per. i tent and con tructive
leader of acti itie on campu .
While the one doc not automatically lead to thc other, this correlation doe sugge. t that there i
omething of valuc to be gained
from getting involved in acti itie
and taying involved.

Proposal raises
serious questions
By DANIEL WHITTEN
Staff Writer
An alarming message is being
echoed acro ·. the U rsinus campu .
yet much of the tudent body is too
deaf to hear it. J. Houghton Kane.
Dean of Student Life. ha presented
a proposal that would limit the
consumption of alcohol on campus
to those of legal drinking age.
Parties would be held only in
Wismer. the Student Union or
Ritter.
Another facet of his proposal
stales that students may ha ve beer
in Reimert. but only io bottles or
cans. Significant social gatherings
(groups of more than fifteen) at
Reimert will not be allowed.
Michael Lynch. ajunior Biology
major states. "I wouldn't be caught
dead at a party at Wismer if I
could drink legally at a bar."
Lynch's sentiments seem consistent
with those of the rest of the student
body: ho\\e\er. many freshmen
seem unaware of the impending
change..,.
Fre,hman Mike Gra\\ I makes a
"latemcnt that is \cry pertinent
considering the sile of our college.

"A more con er ative alcohol
policy will segregate upperclas men
from underclas men." Joe Czechowicz hint, "The chool will have a
difficult time recruiting pro pective
students with more stringent alcohol pol icies."
Aside from the social restrictions
inherent in a tricter policy are the
huge risks of automobile accidents
that would result· from drinking off
campus. The college seems perpetually concerned with its public
image. Ray Stapleton, a senior.
asks,"What . will happen to the
school's image when the Philadelphia Inquirer report that fifteen
U rsi n us students were killed in
automobile accidents in 1987?"
While the school's concern to
abide by the Pennsylvania liquor
law~ i justified, there are many
convenient way to enforce these
la ws. Party organizers are already
liable for mishap in Reimert. If
the administration would give the
students the responsibility for seeing
that minors aren't served, it would
free the school of liability. and it
would be expressing a rare trust in
the student body.

The Grizzly
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Nursing Homes-Part III : MCGRC's Sordid Past
By JOS'EPH

F~

PIRRO

Editor-In-Chief
In a recent brochure of the
Montgomery County Geriatric and
Rehabilitation Center is the statement "One of our goals is to
rehabilitate any patient who possesses that ability to return to
society in an effort to once again
become a productive individual."
Is this to imply that while the
elderly patients are being cared for
at the nursing facility that they are
not "productive individuals"? This
is one question which has risen in a
closer look at the M.C.G.R.C.
Then again, this is only one issue in
a slough of questions and doubts
which have become apparent in
this Grizzly in~estigation. .
Mrs. Jean L. John, newly appointed administrator of the facility
stresses the rahabilitative process
and its potential reality for some
patients. Mrs John has accepted
great responsibility in her present
position and is quite capable. Although she has been assistant administrator since 1977, being at
the top offers a brand new ad venture. The new administrator took
over retroactively to October 1985
after Mr. Gus Arapolu, former
administrator died the month before.
Already Mrs. John is making
changes. She feels there is a need to
re-evaluate some areas of the Geriatric Center. A task is at hand and
she must undo much of the problem
areas which have plagued the center
in the past.
In the past the Geriatric Center
has come under fire. Most problems
were made public during the Gus
Arapolu era from 1978 to mid
1985. Arapolu expressed on a few
occasions the increasing dilemma
of people living longer lives. In
early January, 1979, Arapolu stated
that there were "42 fewer deaths in
1978 than in 1977." Thus there
was trouble brewing. A waiting list
for admission to the center stood at
250 patients, most of whose funds
were being drained in private nlUSing homes. The list has now successfully been reduced to about a
dozen according to Jean John.
The Arapolu era caused dissension in a few areas. Rita C.
Banning, Democratic minority
commissioner for Montgomery
County, was quite candid about
the Geriatric Center, a county
concern which occupies much of
her time. Through the years Gus
Arapolu was in charge of the
center, Banning believes the two
had "warfare" over some issues.
On a few occasions, the commissioner made it public that she
wanted Arapolu to be relieved of
his duties as administrator. Looking

back, Commissioner Banning says,
"So many things were so very
good, but the bad detracted from
what could have been absolute
excellence. "
The most controversial area of
difference was in the rigidity with
which employees were handled.
The commissioner tells of simple
issues such as patients' bathing
rights. Banning thought the patients
were being treated like "prisoners
of war." But there have been more
critical issues and problems.
PATIENT FOUND
DEAD IN BED
In June, 1984, William J. Leahy,
a 65-year-old patient was found
dead in bed. An autopsy proved

tection of the patients than for
protection against possible intruders.
NURSE ARRESTED
In mid April, 1984, Carol Phillips,
RN was arrested for illegally dispensing drugs from the Montgomery
County Geriatric and Rehabilitation
Center. She was reported to have
dispensed 30 capsules of TRANXENE to an aide working at the
facility according to detective
Robert Ingram. Tranxene is a depressant which affects the central
nervous system.
'. The first report of such distribution came on April 2 from
supervisory staff. Following investigations, Phillips was charged with

one day, Mrs. Banning found the
DDX200 hooked up independently.
The old machine ~as in corner,
and eventually was hauled away.
Gus Arapolu insisted to Banning
that the DDX2000 was an update
and not a replacement. Banning,
very annoyed, said in local papers,
'It's ridiculous. The thing it's supposedly ~pdating isn't even here
anymort:f"
After tdiscussions with William
A. Garlllno, a former consulting
engineer for the center, Banning
insisted that Montgomery County
could have purchased a system for
about $6,000 less than it had gone
out for bids.
William Gariano was certain
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that he had been accidentally strangled when his neck became wedged
between the headboard and the
guardrail of his bed. Arapolu said
the death was apparently a "freak
accident" that could not have been
foreseen. Chief Deputy Coroner,
Carl M. Hofheinz, publically announced that there were no signs
of neglect on the part of the center.
FINANCIAL RECORDS
DISAPPEAR
In November, 1977 the financial
records of all 600 patients at the
center were found to be missing.
The records covered funds totaling
nearly $500,000. Records had to
be reconstructed to determine the
personal accounts of each patient.
No petty cash or office equipment
were removed. Commissioner Rita
Banning still has a hunch that the
disappearance was an "in house, in
county job" She adds, "I just don't
know who."
At the time of the theft, a
Norristown newspaper reported
that the alarm system at the Geriatric Center was more for the pro-

administering drugs not in accordance with accepted medical practices, possession with intent to
deliver, and dispensing drugs
without proper labeling.
"UPDATED" ENERGY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
An energy management system
was and still is needed by the
County Center to regulate the
amount of heated or cooled air
which filters through the halls and
rooms. A decision was made in
October of 1984 to purchase a
$17,000 Textrum Industries DDX2000 which would monitor the air
flow. Commissioner Banning
ecame upset because the system
did not go out for bid. She publicly
stated that she wanted Arapolu out
because she didn't consider him
qualified to run the center after she
did some investigation into the
new acquisition. There was confusion whether the energy system
was an update of the existing
system or simply a replacement of
the old one.
On a surprise visit to the center

that the equipment was more than
an update and he said technically it
was a "replacement." The engineer
had recommended that the county
buy what he considered a better
unit that would have cos ted $14,000
as opposed to a reported $26,000
cost of the Textrum DDX2000
unit after installation costs were
added.
Gariano wrote in a letter to Rita
Banning that the old Flex 21 system
and the new D D X2000 system
were "entirely different- entities."
None of the Flex 21 's..parts were
being used in the "updated" computer. Gariano added in the letter
that the whole situation was "both
ludicrous and suspicious." On the
engineer's professional opinion the
purchasing was "a flagrant misuse
of the County's purchasing practices." The administrator's, according to Gariano, had intended to
sa ve money, but paid a higher
price on maintenance, repair, and
replacement. for both labor and
materials.
Controversy also rose concerning

the electrical work which was
necessary for installation. Rita
Banning hinted at a "political"
favoring when a few sellers are
awarded contracts for outside work
when no bids are solicited. The
commissioner requested a state
investigation into the electrical
work, suspecting that the actual
work was done under a section of
the maintenance contract restricted
to emergency repairs which required overtime pay for the contractors. Commissioner Paul Bartle
accused Banning of creating "an
issue" to force Gus Arapolu out of
his job.
Finally, William Gariano evaluated
the Textrum DDX2000 system to
ha ve a critical weakness: a "volatile
disk." This means if the plug to the
machine is pulled, the system breaks
down. He wrote to Commissioner
Banning saying, "The center better
have back up discs readily available
or they will be in real trouble if the
power fails."

THE "GIFT"
X-RA Y MACHiNE
In any business where groups of
pe.opl~ are involved, cutting costs
is important. However, there must
be limits to such financial decisions.
On March 26, 1981, Mont. County
Com missioner Parkhouse and
Bartle, over the strong objection of
Rita Banning, rejected bids on a
new radiographic x-ray machine
from Dr. George Pechstein. The
cost of moving the machine from
the doctor's office to the Geriatric
Center was to be $14,000. This
price tag, according to Rita
Banning, was not to exceed $14,000
and any parts costing over $25.00
were to be approved by the County
Director of Purchasing.
On April 27, 1981, the Bureau
of Radiation Pollution sent a letter
to Director Gus Arapolu saying
that the equipment and facilities
met regulations for radiological
health in Pennsylvania. However,
Commissioner Banning was shocked to hear of this approval when
she found out that something arced
in the unit when a BRP field man
was performing the checkup. The
field man -allegedly reported that
he was receiving e~ratic readings
from the fluoroscopic unit. The xray machine became inoperable.
A high tension cable was needed
to restore the machine to an operable level. The County Director
Of Purchasing, Mr. Piazza, was
notified of the need to obtain this
cable, and was informed that the
cost was over $17,000 already,
above the initial $14,000 limit.
Commissioner Banning wrote
the Bureau of Radiation Protection
in May of 1981. expressing her
(See Nursing P8)
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Bears face Widener
. in th~ big game
By KEVIN MURPHY
Tomorrow night the Men's
Basketball team plays the biggest
,game in Ursibus basketball
history. The Bears are currently 62 in the MAC southeast, and they
have an overall record of 9-14.
Going into Wednesday nighfs
game at Swarthmore, Ursinus was
in a second place tie with Widener
University. The Pioneers of
Widener hosted the first place
Shoremen of Washington College
on Wednesday night. Washington
leads the MAC with a perfect 8-0
mark; they handed Ursinus its only
two league losses by scores of 7067 and 72-66.
Saturday's game against C. Allan
Rowe's Widener team will be an
exciting contest, with a playoff
sp~t awaiting the winner. Earlier

in the season, Ursinus defeated
Widener 54-52 in overtime: it was
Widener's first loss at home against
any league opponent since 1981.
Despite the two losses last week,
79-74 to Western Maryland an4
72-66 to Washington, the Bears
are playing good basketball.
Last Saturday at Washington
College, Ursinus played a gutsy
game in front of a packed house;
the players on the team should be
proud of their performance. To
win at Washington is a tough feat
to accomplish. The Shoremen have
won 23 consecutive games, and
over the past four years they have
compiled a record of 45-3.
The players,on Ursinus's basketball team have to wonder what
1,200 students are doing when
they play in front of approximately

100 students at home games. Saturday's the biggest basketball game
here at Ursinus since 1600 fans
packed Helfferich Hall back in
March, 1982 for an NCAA tournament game vs Potsdam State (NY).
The team is going to go out and
play hard tomorrow night for
U rsinus College, so try to make it a
point to be at Helfferich by 7:45.
Let's show Widener what Ursinus
basketball means to the students.
Sidelines:
On Saturday night at 6: 15 pm
the Ursinus J.V. will take the floor
against Penn State. They will be
seeking their fourth consecutive
winning season. This game also
closes the career of Mike Marcon.
Mike, the senior from Bergen Catholic High School, provided many
exciting moments over the p~
four y~rs.

Freshman Steve Laudermilch hardly breaks a sweat on the way to another victory

Racich Praises Grapplers
By BILL CO~NOLLY
Staff Wliter
Listening to the wrestling coach
Bill Racich praise the winnin~
. efforts ofhis Ursinus grapplers, it is
easy to see one reason for their
success: th~ man is contagiously
optimistic. And he has reason to
be.
Racicb, along with assistants
Rollie Ripp and Lonny Moore,
entered the i 985-86 season with a
myriad of doubts and concerns.

With the graduation of a number
of the MAC place-finishers and a
promising yet inexperienced freshman nucleus, the coaches were not
absolutely sure what to expect.
There can be no doubters now; the
grapplers are, as Racich says,
"improving every day" and surpassing 1983-84's record-breaking
, 1S-win season is a definite possibility.
What is the key to this pleasandy
surprising success? "Hard work,"

Racichaffirmed. "Also, we get
production from the ,potential that
we have." It is one thing to have
potential, but the Grizzlies are
certainly doing something with
it-and Racich, Ripp and Moore
could not be happier.
The Bears' record presently
stands at 11-6, three of those losses
coming against Division I teams.
The team features only two seniors,
K.C. McCleary and Ben Randazzo;
both are two-time conference

John Ginley in tough company for the rebound

place-finishers. According to
Racich, those two, along with
transfer Daye Hons, have provided
some leadership to a team featuring
a number of freshman starters.
Did the prospect of startir;lg
freshmen worry Racich? "Initially,
yes," he answered. "Here were a
bunch of guys who had been
captain, or league champion, or
even in the state championships.
But they've really gelled together
nicely." One aspect that Racich
really stresses: "This is one close
team. They're really tight," Racich
noted. "It's certainly helped us a
great deal."

The Bears have two matches
prior to the MAC Championships,
including a quad-meet tomorrow
at home, and the team and staff
have reason to be excited. In addition to the usual intensity surrounding the championships, this
year's MAC's being held here.
"'We're just thrilled about it,"
Racich said. "It's a clear indication
and acknowle<Jgement of how improved this program is." Certainly,
having the Ursinus crowd to lend
vocal support to their team can be
considered an advantage. He knows
that his guys can take care of the
rest.

Coming off what he called "the
best recruiting in school wrestling
history," Racich and his staff knew
that a .500 season was there, but
they sensed that they would do
better.
The Bears also improved their
schedule, adding some tournaments
and a few Division I teams. Despite
some effec~ua1 injuries, including
the setbacks of Dan Donahoe, last
year's highest MAC place-finisher,
and the season-ending injury to
freshman Milton Silva-Craig, the
Bears have surprised many contenders. Racich pointed to the
team's depth as a saving factor

Racich stressed the excitement
surrounding te Mac's as ~ opportunity to support the team, and
also a chance to see some qUality
wrestling. A number of conference
champions, and even some national
champions, will be competing.
The Ursinus wrestlers ~I.an ibis

when it comes to injuries. "We
haven't used the same line-up
twice," he said "The difference is,
we put a quality line-up out there."

year with an impressive yet dnknown statistic: 't hey have the best
win/loss percentage in school
history for aD sports. Now, they
are closing in on Racich's fourth
record-breaking season. All that
he requests is school support. In
addition, he would welcome any
volunteers who can be scorekeepers
or timekeepers. Considering how
far the Bears have come this season,
those are two rather small requests.
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.Lady Swimmers Top Susquehanna
By AMY DAVID
The Ursinus swimming women
battled their way to another victory
on Saturday against Susquehanna.
Ursinus entered the meet as the
underdog - at least from Susquehanna viewpoint. However, the
women rose to the occasion, and
many swam personal best times.
Freshmen Cindy Hoyt and Jen
Hoeberg each came through with
surprise finishes to help secure the
win for Ursinus. Once again,
Cindy's versatality proved to be a
valuable asset. Speaking of versatality, Heather Camp is trying to

defeat Dave McDevitt in the "yes,
I can do everything" category.
Heather almost completed a whole
practice on Saturday by swimming
the 1000 yard free, 200 fly and 500
free. Lynn Lawson joined Heather
in the 500 free and also won the
200 freestyle. Heidi Camp, who
prefers shorter distances, won both
the 50 and 100 freestyles .
•
Other victories were posted by
diver Helen LeClair and Amy
David in the 200 backstroke. Two
personal best times were furnished
by Riki Horn in the 200 I.M. and
200 breaststroke The meet climaxed in the last event, the 400

free relay. The women had to win
the relay to clinch the meet. It's a
good thing Coach Bob Sieracki
has desensitized the girls to pressure!
The relay team of Lynn Lawson,
Amy David, Jen Hoeberg, and
Heidi Camp met the challenge and
left the Susquehanna team surprised
and weeping in the waves. Coach
Bob's words of wisdom were "let's
do it to them, before they do it to
us."
The women face arch rivals
F&M on Saturday in their last
dual meet. Come out and support
them in yet another battle to the
finish.

Gamster Migliore puts on a defensive clinic

Women'sB-ballFinale
By MIKE MA.RCON
Coming off two impressive
games this week, the Ursinus
Wome»'s Basketball team had their
playoff hopes dashed by a powerful
Moravian team last Saturday night.
Last Tuesday, UC faced a tough
Cabrini team with All-American
Freida Gibbs. Gibbs entered the
game as the nation's second leading
scorer (25.3) and third leading
rebounder (16.4). Despite fine offensive games from UC's Laura
Litukas (17), Bridget Alego (18),
and superb defense from Ginny
Migliore, UC fell short 58-64.
On Tuesday, the Lady Bears
a venged last year's 54 point loss
with a stunning 65-63 upset of
New Jersey's Division II powerhouse. Ginny Migliore had her
finest game of the year, scoring 10
points, dishing out 6 assists, and
holding Glassboro's Tami Stube
(24 points per game) to 10 points.
Kris Carr shone along with Briget

BASHE

Alego (14) and Bobbie Copley
(12) in support of Migliore's starring role.
With a playoff spot on the line,
UC traveled to Bethlehem to battle
with 19-2, league leading (10-0)
Moravian. Moravian won the first
meeting 64-30 early in January.
Using combinations of a halfcourt zone press, a triangle-andtWQ, and a 3-2 zone, the Lady
Bears jumped out to a seven point
lead. That lead dwindled to an 11
point deficit at the half.
The Bears regained their poise
in the second half behind the
dynamic duo of Migliore and Carr
and closed the lead to 43-40.
Unfortunately, the Bears got no
closer and lost by the score of
74-62.
Ursinus closes out the season
today at Widener. A victory will
end the campaign 9-12 (8-4 in
MAC, third place), an excellent
rebound from last year's 1-19 finish.

Confident 'Mers' WinAgain
By SCOTT WILLIS
Well, sports fans, looks like
those fightin' Ursinus Mers were at
it again last week with complete
blowout wins against Elizabethtown and our friends from Susquehanna.
After the 400 medly relay it was
a cruise. The medly wasn't a cruise
and this author won't discuss it.
What will be discussed is speed.
Starting with the 200 free our
favorite new group, "Booger and
the Cough Drops" (aka Paul
Barone and brothers Pete and Rich
Smith) scared Susquehanna so
much that they forgot how to

swim. Pete had a personal best of
1:51.88 and Paul had another with
a 1:56. r5.
More personal bests were displayed in the 50 free by Ted
Galena (HTM), Paul Gallagher
with a 22.63 and finally the everlovely Jerry Killoran with a new
team record of 22.14. Other performers incl uded the usual Dave
"I can do anything" McDevitt,
Greg "BBB" Zwack, "Skeeter,"
"Seymour-head" and the legendary
"Rock." We crushed 'em and
hopefully by publication time the
mers will have topped Loyola in

our pond this Tuesday.
Now to bring back a feature by
popular demand, "Mer Chick of
the Week." The honor this week is
bestowed upon a freshman, which
is quite a phenomenon in itself.
The young lady to receive this
honor is Cynthia Hoyt. She is quite
a lovely human being-always
proper and very lady-like.
There is but one thing that
have to say about this dear. charming, prim and proper debutante.
and that is. Cindy, pull up your
sweats. but we really dig your
Calvins. Ciao for now kiddies.

Track records set at Delaware
By DEAN LENT
The men's indoor track team
traveled to the University of Delaware this past Saturday. The meet
featured numerous Division I and
II schools, as well as some MAC
teams.
Senior Abe Rowson, running
with very sore calf muscles, made
his assault on the Ursinus 400
meter record. The result: a clocking
of 51 :93 and a new school record.
Rich Dunlap ran a 53.6 in the

same event. High jumper Rick
Lowe cleared 6'4" but was no
match for the eventual winner
Jerome Carter who had the arena
in awe by jumping an incredible
7'4112." Rick also competed in the
triple jump.
Junior Dale Lent competed in
the 1500 meter run, turning in a
time of 4: 18. Twin brother, Dean,
continued to turn in personal bests,
by finishing in 5th place in the
1000 meter run. Dean's time of

2:34.5 was an Ursinus school record
for that event. The team travels
back to the University of Dela ware
next Sunday.
On Saturday, some members of
the team competed at Widener.
Running in his first track meet
ever, freshman soccer player. turned
runner, Dennis Quinn, competed
in the mile run and ran a time of
5:06. The 4x I lap relay of Seymore.
Lowe, Dunlap and Rowson won
their heat in a time of I: 18.2.
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Heather Camp: Swimming's Leading Lady
By ELLIOT
TANNENBAUM
Heather Camp reported for
practice that first day, slipped
into her swimsuit and dived into
the pool. It was the beginning of
her college sWimming career.
Make that the end of her
college swimming career.
"I had every intention of
swinuuing for Drexel, " said
Camp, MVP on a New Jersey title
team at Haddonfield High and
now a senior at Ursinus College.
"But the moment I hit the water I
had that old familiar feeling:
'I. .. don't. . .like ... this.' It was too
soon to swim again. I was burned
out from high school.
"That night my roommate
said, 'How'd you like to cox.' She
was a coxswain for Drexel's crew
team. She said we'd have to get
up at 5 a.m. the next morning. I
said, 'Fine, I'll come. At least it's
different. '
"We wore layers and layers of
clothing on those cold winter
mornings. You could bang the
oars on the ice and hear it crack
all across the river. They had to
teach me all about rowing. My
first time out, I was bringing in a
four-man crew and we rammed
the dock and did a hundred
dollars' worth of damage to the
shell. "
Today Heather Camp is back in
swimming and doing damage to
million-dollar egos around the
Middle Atlantic Conference
(MAC). In 1983, after a year at
Drexel, she soured on city life
and transferred to Ursinus. In
1984 her sister Heidi joined her
out of Haddonfield High.
. Together the Camp sisters won
eight medals at the Middle

Atlantic Conference championShips last year, leading the
"Swirrunin' Women" to fifth
place in a field of 11.

The Swimmin' Wome''l could
bring in their first conference
title since 1975. Senior Amy
David won three conference
medals last year and broke the
school record in the 400 individual
At most meets, Heidi and medley. Sophomore Tiffany
Heather gave the Bears just Brown won a backstroke medal
about half their points. Heidi and teamed with David and the
would bomb the field in the 50 and Camps to give Ursinus a bronze
100 freestyle, Heather would put medal (and a school record ) in
them away in the 500 and 1,000 the 800 free relay.
Heather earned her second
free, and together they'd lead
medal
with a fifth-place finish in
Ursinus to a couple of relay wins.
the grueling 1,650 relay, setting a
school record in the process.
Back in 1980, when Haddonfield (Medals go to the top six
won the state title, Heather won finishers.) Her third medal came
the team MVP award as a in 400 relay, anchored by Heidi to
sophomore. Then Heidi came a fourth-place finish.
along the next year and usurped
Heather's hardware collection
the honor, winning it from '81 is fairly large, thanks to her
through '85. Each year she careers both in and out of the
finished among the top three at water. Not long after ramming
the South Jersey championships the dock, she became Drexel's
in either the 50 or 100 freestyle.
No. 1 cox and guided the varsity
eight to victory in the 1982
Heather is merely one of the Braxton Cup and Frostbite
top swimmers in the conference. Regatta.
Heidi is one of the fastest in all of
"But I never let them throw me.
Division III. She gave notice in in the water," she recalled. "I
her second college meet, back in thought I'd die from whatever the
December, when she upset NCAA junk was in the Schuylkill. They'd
qualifier Kathy Mahan of chase me around the boathouse
Swarthmore in the 50 free.
and pick me up and let me hang
over the edge, just enough so I
"When I was little, I failed my could see the oil slick.
beginners swim lessons twice,"
"Once I noticed a bump on the
recalled Heidi, who took third in surface, and it turned out to be a
the 50, fourth in the 100 and fifth dead body. But that's nothing. We
in the 200 at the MAC cham- were down in Florida working out
pionships. "So my parents put me over spring break, and I see an
on a team. They figured I'd have alligator surfacing right beside
to learn to swim then. My first our shell. I hear the coach in the
few races, they had somebody at boat behind us screa~ing, 'Holy
the edge of the pool in case they blank, Heather! Full speed
had to pull me out. "
ahead!'
"I used to have a high, squeeky
The Camp sisters don't look
voice,
and guys felt sorry for me.
much alike, although the Ursinus
administration still hasn't sorted Miraculously, down in Florida,
them out. "As long as our folks my voice cracked and I could yell
keep receiving my parking like a real coxswain. After our
tickets with Heidi's name on it," last workout, they got together
Heather said, "that kind of and threw me in the lake. Right in
there with the alligators."
confusion is fine with me. "
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Tough job market predicted for sprIng
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
While they may not be able to
tell it while they're beating the
pa vement looking for work in
what recent reports predict will he
a tight job market this spring
students will be sitting preuy when
the Information Age finally dawns,
social forecaster and author John
Naisbett says.
Job applicants are going to find
the employment market s.hifting
more and more in their favor as
firms will compete to hire declining
numbers of college graduates. he
predicts.
And in a seller's market.
Naisbett-author of Megatrends •
the successful book about emerging
social, economic and political
trends-says students are entitled

to ask questions like: What is the
company's vision? Can employees
participate in it and reap benefits,
perhaps through employee stock
ownership plans? Is there profitsharing for all. and are women
paid fairly?
The questions are far from impudent. Naisbett says. And what's
more. a quickly-growing number
of young. generally high-tech companies actually expect them.
The companies. which tend to
be less hierarchical than Fortune
500 finns and to concentrate more
on "nurturing" employees, are
leading the way toward re-inventing
the corporation, Naisbett asserted
in a recent interview.
Not coincidentally, Naisbett discusses these new-age firms at length

in his new book, Re-Inventing the

Corporation.
He also notes collegians are in a
good position to take advantage of
them in the job market.
New companies are springing
up at a rate unequalled since the
1950's. but the fine balance of
labor and capital has shifted significantly since then. he says.
Labor used to be cheap, and

money dear. Now, he explains,
labor is the most valued resource.
"It's because companies know
they need creative minds that can
apply technical knowledge,"
Naisbet says. "A knowledge of
software isn't as valuable as being
able to design software programs
that revolutionizes industry."
To get jobs in the Information
Age, Naisbett recommends students
"not concentrate on specific information skills, but learn how to
learn and how to think."
" As we become more high-tech,
we are also becoming more hightouch," he says, citing a renaissance
of interest in the arts and literature.
Naisbett attributes the rise of the
"Nurturing company" to the rise
of corporate women who see a

manager as a nourisher, not an
order-giver. Women are also bringing intuition-another characteristic of entrepreneurial times-to
the Information Age.
But many campus placement
officials warn students had best
think twice before grilling prospective employers about world
visions during interviews.
"Companies are marketing
themselves differently because they
see what's on the horizon, and
that's a lot less graduates," agrees
John Singleton, placement director
at Michigan State.
But it's still not a seller's market
for the non-technical student, he
says, and the role reversal Naisbett
(See Jobs P8)
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Forum: Human Rights in Latin,America
By ANDY STANDEVEN
"Human Rights: Problem of
Peace In Latin America" was the
important topic of the second forum
of the semester, held February 6.
The forum featured Dr. Paul L.
Doughty, Professor of Anthro,pology at the University of Florida
and a 1952 Ursin us graduate, who
spoke to a subdued crowd of about
150 student at Wismer Auditorium.
Dr. Doughty tried to make vivid
a situation in which native groups
are being discriminated against in
their own countries. He used four
2.ndian groups as case studies: the

~lmeyt'3Of 8
or cal) 48q-151-~

, Besides serving as second-incommand of the Alumni Association, he was chairman of last
year's Twenty Year Challenge, a
spefial fundraising effort focusing
on \the classes of 1965 through
1984. Through the challenge, 600
new contributors were brought
into the College Loyalty Fund,
and $59,000 over and above the
annual fundraising goal was raised.
Mr. Wenhold also has been chairman of his class Loyalty Fund for
the past two years, increasing his
class' giving rate by about 30
percent, and the amount given by
almost 250 percent.

_BllIDIllllllllIIIBIIRIIDRlllllIIRRIBIBIlIIIIIIIBIIIIIllmlnnnmnmmmmnnno• •

Wenhold A warded for Service
The Reverand Gregory R. Wen- of the Ursinus Alumni Loyalty
hold, vice president of the Ursinus Fund Committee, and a 1954
College Alumni Association, was alumnus, made the presentation.
presented the second annual Glenn "His service has been exemplary,"
Eshbach Award recently at Ursinus Mr. Hartman said of Mr. Wenhold.
College. The award is given in A member of the Class of 1975,
recognition of outstanding service Mr. Wenhold is pastor of Good
to the College.
Shepherd Lutheran Church, Valley
Robert F. Hartman, chairman Forge, Pa.

Mapuchi of Chili, the Mezquito of
Nicaragua, the Mayas of Guatemala
and the various Indians of -Peru.
The predicaments of these groups
ranged from the long-standing
second-class treatment of Peruvian
Indians to the very recent devastations of the Ma yas, who are
being used as pawns between
government and guerilla forces in
Guatemala.

in the face of a fuling hispanic
majority that views them as inferior.
With the help of numerous slides,
the speaker painted a rather dismal
picture of repression, poverty, and
death among Latin American
Indians.

When asked if he saw any hope
for the situation, Doughty said that
he was encouraged by the recent
elections of new presidents in Peru
One Jf the big themes of Dr. and Guatemala; however, he conDoughtfs speech was the struggle ceded that achieving true social
of the Indian minorities to maintain pluralism in Latin America would
their cultural freedom and identit
be a monster task.
He was graduated from Lutheran
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia in 1979 with a Master o~
Divinity. He is youth ministeri
chairman for the Southeast Penni
sylvania Synod of t~e Luthera~
Church of America. He and his
wife, the former IdaLynn Thompson, reside in King of Prussia, ~ A ..
The Eshbach Award is named
for Glenn E. Eshbach of Pennington, N.J., a 1939 U rsinus graduate
and past president of the Alumni
There maya Western UrsiAssociatin who has served the nus Annex sprouting on the
College in a number of major Pacific coast. Consider the "" .
capacities for the last 45 years.
following clues, which have "

-------------------------r-------------..------------- arrived
in the Alumni Office
mail during the past several
Nursing "

(Cont. from P4)
state of distress saying that the
I taxpayers and patients of the Geriatric Center have "not been well
served by the 'gift' of this machine."
, She added, "At presentthe Geriatric
I Centerlosesoutallthewayaround,
since the fluoroscopic unit, which
doesn't work, is so bulky it is now
very awkward in our small x-ray
room for both patients and staff." I
In addition, further research by
Banning and information procured
from private sources surfaced that '
! Dr. Pechstein's equipment had been
struck by lightening in 1975.
Incidentally, about a year ago
the main picture tube of the x-ray
unit exploded, costing another
S5,6300fcountymoneytorestore.
(Concluded Next ~eek)
J

I
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Jobs

(Cont. from P71
envisions during job interviews is
"a ways off."
Naisbett predicts liberal artS
students will be increasingly valuablo in a "high-touch" society
becaUse of their ability to apply
knOWledge and create.
While Shingleton" agrees those
.abilities can be -io.valuable, businesses have yet tp Seek them out
"Major companies like General )
Mo~ve announced they like
liberal ~ majors, but I don't see
. them recruiting these people. In"stead, they take people with the

technical training to do the job
now, and that's who they recruit."
At best, a liberal arts degree is
considered "an added skill because
it suggests an ability to synthesize
information," says Richard Hill,
executive vice president of the
National Association of Personnel
Consultants.
For the young, bright and welleducated, "we already have something of a seller's market," Hill
adds, but that doesn't mean corporations are changing as quickly as
Naisbett suggests.
"I don't see companies becoming

less hierarchical, or;forthat matter,
cbangingtheir marketing strategies
that much in the next three years,"
he explains. "They don't want to
make a guess about which way
things will go."

Hill agrees with Naisbett's observation that diverse educations have
great a~peal to many employers.
"They like the balance"of diversity: a technician with liberal arts
courses, a journalist with a technical
minor, an attorney with a chemistry
or bi,?logy!degree," he adds.

u.s. Trade Policy
Richard "T. Schulze
M
F b 17
0 n ., e .
7:30 p.m.
Wismer Aud itori urn

Richard T. Schulze of Chester
County, Pennsylvania, isserving his sixth term in the U.S.
House of Representatives.
Since 1977 he has been a
member of the Committee
on Ways and Means and has
served on the Subcommittees
on Social Security, Trade,
and Select Revenue Meas- ·
ures. A businessman before
his election to Congress, he
has been a leading spokesman for tax relief for middleincome Americans and for
small businessmen. He has
contributed to portions of
the Revenue Act of 1978 and
of the Deficit Reduction Act,
of 1984. He supports fair trade
policies in the international
marketplace to save American
jobs and to maintain a strong
domestic economy. Currently
he serves on the Executive
Committee of the Congressional Steel Caucus, an informal House/Senate organization which draws its membership from the House Steel,
Auto, Copper, Coal, and Textile Caucuses and from the
Senate Steel and Copper
Caucuses.

months:
A city map of Claremont,
Calif., forwarded by an alumnus, shows a street caned
Ursinus Circle in a suburban
Claremont neighborhood,
just six blocks from Heidelberg Lane.
And consider the license
plate, pictured above, registered to a San Jaun Capistrano, alum. Is there a Zacharias in them thar hills?
As coincidence would have
it, the license plate belongs
to Willis G. Frick, '69, who
sent the map last May. He
says he ordered the special
plates because he is tired of
seeing "U.S. C." and "Nev."
plates on the freeway. An
Ursinus license plate was a
way to bring his college loyalty to that famous road.
What sort of reaction does
he get to his unique tags?
"People usually say, 'What's
an Ursinus?' he said. That
gives him achancetoexplain
who Zacharias Urslnus was,
and tell about the college
named after him.
Besides. he reasons, if he'd
requested a U.S.C. plate, he
would have had to wait in
line. But apparently, no one
else in the entire Golden State "
has ever requested an Urslnus
"plate. Being one In 24 million
has Its advantages.
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Speak Out

(Cont. from PI)
(Cont. from P3)
present at the doors. Students better off then other colleges. Colare required to present their college lege students who are supposed to
ID and proof of the legal Penn- be maturing and experimenting
sylvania drinking age: 21.
are reduced to sneaking and lying
At Villanova University similar in order to drink. I'd rather see
restrictions are present. According people drunk on campus than see
to their Office of Student Life, them procuring fake I.D.'s and
absolutely no kegs are allowed on driving off campus, then returning
campus. Students who are 21 may trashed. Pushing Ursinus towards
drink in their own rooms. However, a dry alcohol policy is pushing
since most students are underclass- Ursinus students further away from
men, the campus is considered to socially acceptable means of partybe dry. If any type of liquor is ing.
found in a resident's room, probaAnother issue brought up fretion is the standard penalty. A quently by students is the possible
second offense forces a student to enforcement of the drinking age of
live off campus. Current policy twenty-one.
proposals here at Ursinus are not
Sophmore Rich Dunlap "beas strict.
lieves the alcohol policy should
The Moravian College student remain the same. And if they try to
handbook states, "Under no cir- enforce the age limit of twentycumstances shall those under age one, 1 feel there will be legal
21 visiting any residence unit on complications for students as well
campus or in attendance at any as administration."
"I think it's ludicrous to suggest
function on campus comsume alany
alcohol policy where only
choloic beverages." Registration
forms must be signed one week in those twenty-one and over are
advance of any permitted party. permitted to drink or possess alcoJohnston Hall, like Reimert, is the hol," said Bob Schearer. "College
sole center for any registered life is an excellent time to experievents where alcohol is to be ment (as in a liberal education)
served, and the keg taps are and. so it should be a time to
removed one-half hour prior to the experiment and learn about alcoend of the party. Again, the under- hol. And everyone should be a part
lying rule-drinking is only al- of alcohol awareness. If Ursinus
lowed for those of legal age.
wishes to maintain its growth and
A little farther from the College- reputation, it can't become dry.
ville campus is Selinsgrove, Penn- We need to enforce responsibility
sylvania, the home of Susquehanna not a bunch of ludicrous rules."
University, there is still no hope for
Ted Galena, sophmore, summed
those students under 21. The hand- up his feelings by saying that "Not
book reads, "Regardless oflocation even a quarter of the school is
, no alcohol may be served at any twenty-one, that's not even a party.
campus event open to all studf""ts." Trying to make this a dry campus
Persons over 21 may consume will result in social disruption and
alcohol in the privacy of their own public voicing of protest the likes
rooms. It is also interesting to note of which have not been seen since
that alcohol is forbidden in Susque- the 1960's."
hanna's sorority houses.
Perhaps this view is a little
The larger campuses have also exaggerated, but apparently there
switched to stricter alcohol policies. will be a lot of unhappy students
Penn State University, as of a on the Ursinus campus ifthe change
proposed policy in November in policy includes these issues they
1985, has banned tailgate parties feel so strongly about.
after their football games have
begun. Among other restrictions, ...._ - -_ _~~-I!!!!!!!!!I'~1!!I!!!!I!'III1I!It
fraternities would be barred from
holding open parties, which is the
case in most larger universities
today. According to Penn State's
proposal, a one credit alcohol
awareness course will be required
in the student's freshman year.
Hiring a psychologist specializing
in alcohol and drug abuse was also
considered.
Ursinus students should enjoy
~
their privileges in the coming weeks,
because the crackdown on alcohol
is coming quickly. Ursinus is late illCIl SCOKl: Xl' TIlE L~l) PI" THE
in making these changes, but the ~l11 .. ni u:-; THE ASTEkOlDS >1J\CHIl\E
\,' J NS TilE ASTEROIDS ~L\CHI~E!!!!
alcohol policy will soon begin to ...._ _ _- - - - - - - - -. .
mirror some of the restrictions
which other colleges have already
established.

FEB R U A R Y
GAM E ROO M
S P E'C I A L

ASTEROIDS

URSINUS RADIO

WYOUS40AM
''R OCKING THE

C'VILLEBAY
AREA"

489·7755

•••••••••••••••••• ••••.•
REQUEST LINE

~

+SPRING BREAK MARCH 1 - APRIL 5
•
:FORT LAUDERDALE from $139 hotel OnlY:

+

+Includes: 7 nights hotel accomodations at prime
+Iocations on the strip including the Holiday Inn
+Oceanside (Home of the Button Bar), welcome
+party with free beer, complimentary continent~1
+breakfast, and all taxes and gratuities. Optional air
:-New York $209, Boston $229.

+

+
+
+

t
:
•

:NASSAU, PARADISE ISLAND from $349. :

+
+
+Includes: roundtrip air, transfers, welcome drink, 3 +
+hour cruise with unlimited rum punch. 7 nights +
+hotel, free admission to nightclubs, all hotel taxes +
+and gratuities, parties, and more.
t
+LIMITED SPACE!! SIGN UP NOW!!
t
:organize a small group and earn a free trip.
:

A

+For more information contact:
:American Travel Services, Inc. ~
+39 Davenport Street
+Stamford, Connecticut 06902
+ 1 (800) 231-0113 or in Connecticut

+
:

t

-

+
+

••••••••••••••••••

~~~~~~~
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A peek at U.C. 's favorite TV
By

dent\ slmpl . refu\e to mis\ an
epi\ode of their fa\ orite progra m.

AM MeN LTY
Staff Writer

Wh
are Pat
ajak.
lexi
arrington- olby-De ter. and Paul
haefer? What are audio dail
doubles, the Late-Night k - am.
and Viewer Mail? If you don't
have an. wer to the e question ..
then
u are definitely in a minority
at Ur inu College.
The e people and phra e are all
part of tele i ion how \ ry
popular with tudent here.The
character, plot. . cherne. , and
joke featured on a certain number
fT. V. how ha e become fixture
in the Ii e of many tudent. In
order to under tand a typical coner ation between Ur inu tudent.
orne knowledge of the e tele i ion
how i needed.
The effect of the e program can
be een in a number of in tance . It
i not uncommon for a tudy
group to di band 0 a to enjoy an
epi ode of Dynasty or Cheer.
Thi doe not occur merely to take
a break from the book. The lu-

In an attempt to undcrqand the
rea on for a certa i n progra m '\
ucce . . an informal poll "'a\ conducted. While not providing definitive an. wer~. the poll con\ e. ed a
ampling of the moti\ation of the
addicted program watchers.
The tele i ion fare of the college
tudent at Ursinu<; eem<; to ha\e a
particular direction. There are
certain programs that are "in"
right no",. Their impact can be
een and heard throughout the
dorm. The pre\ ious night' Late
Nighl wilh Dal'id Lellerman is
often the topic of conversation
around the lunch table. What i
the ecret to the ucces of the. e
, how? John Martino ugge\ts.
"Tho e how are pretty muchju t
an excu e for u. to put off doing
any work." Darren Richmond on
the other hand. referring to the
recently canceled rerun of The
H 0 n ey moo n e r s , a e r t ." '1 he
'Mooner get me through the Ja~ .

fhc~ arc m~ life." Similaremotion\
\\ ere H\\ertcd h~ a "lore of admlrer!-.
of /hl/(I\/I. and Thl' Co/h, ,\.

fhe praised program\ fall into
distinct categories . There are the
rerun<;. \uch a\ /logall" l/eroC'\,
Gilllgall '\ hlalld, and The f{oney111001ll'n. There a re the "nightti me
\oap"" sho\\s \uch as DYllaHY and
I hl' Co/h.,'\. The Thur\da. night
lineup on NBC i\ al<)o a categ()r~.
The C()\/Jy Show, through F(Jl11i~,
Til'\. ell< (In, Nlglll COIir/, and
finall) to Ifill SO'el'l B/ue\ are all
\\-inner\ at r"inu\. Therc are abo
the gamc "ho\\\ <;uch a\ Jeopardy.
and ~Vhl'l'/ of Fo rill 11 l'. Kurt R heinheimer said the reason he enjo. ed
.Il'opardy \\as "Becau\e it i<; fun to
te\t m. mind against the contestants
on the sho\\." When a. ked '" h
the~ liked if'hee/ of FOr/lOU' John
Thomp"on. Jim Wright. Jim Patter\on. Chal Defeo. and Joe Pooler
rrrlicd in uni"on. "Va3[lCIaaanna~"
I hi referred to the \olur tuou \
hO'll' \ of the "ho",. Vanna \\ hill'

:os

:c
~

~
/

.~

'-

\ popular . . pot for l ' ( . . tudL·nt at r~ . . l

WhatC\ er the rea\on\ hehind
the"e particular tele\ i~ion popularit~. one thing i\ certain. The appreclation that the de\ (lted feelto\\ ard

Schaefer i" God~" This refCI f'L' I ~1I
the Canadian-horn hand leader on
/.ole'vi!!.;'1 wilh f)ol'id /.('//('1'111011.

"their" program" i" intcn\el~ kit.
Studenh often ha\c a fa\(Hilc
person or character on a "ho\\ and
eager!) (l\\aitthat per\On''''lppearance. Dan Wilson e\pre\,ed thl"
'\entiment \\hen he \latcd. "Paul

The 1,1\ orite progranh or LJr\inu,
"tudenl!-. will undouhtedly change
\\ ith the time\. hut their popularity
no\\ is "omething to note. ~/e".
thi" arti~1e ha" to !!l'l cut "hort ..
Letterman i" coming nil.

WHY WORK FOR
MINIMUM WAGE?

PART TIME EVENING
$6.00 - $8.50
PER HOUR!
Why work for $3.35 per hour when you can earn between $6.00
and $8.50 an hour plus have the fleXibility to WRITE YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE!
Work as few as 10 hours or as many as 30 hours per week. earn
a handsome wage and gain experience that could help start
your career upon graduatton.
National liberty. a Fortune 100 company With annual sales of
one billion dollars. has several part time evening phone
representative positions available that will fit easJly Into your
class or study schedules For more informatIOn. call today.

Heidi S.
Keep up those gymnastics.
Lookin' HOT in the weightroom!
#29,
Substitute letter before the
one given (Ex: B- A): GZOOX UZKDMSHMD'R

After all, aren't you worth more than $3.35?

GERMAINE CHISHOLM

648·4714
Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F/H'V

L

CZX!TMENQSTMZSDKX,MNS
DUDQXZGHMF HR
SGHR DZRX!
#35

My Dearest Ruth,
Thank you for our intimate
l vening last Saturday. looking
forward to many others. Be
my Valentine.
love,
. Jack

Dante,
Thanks to J.J. and darts we'll
have something special
although I get "noffing" done.
love and "Baby Kisses"!
Michelle Richards,
Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Your Secret Admirer

K.A.
Happy Valentine's Day
K.R.

HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE
AND GET PAID FOR IT
Come to the Poconos and be a counselor at one of the top
brother/sister camps in the Northeast. June 24-August 20.
Counselor positions available in a wide range of activities
Including rocketry, arts and crafts, photography, rock climbing,
waterfront, computer, wrestling, sailing, waterskiing, land sports,
and drama. Directors from Pine Forest (co-ed), Lake Owego
(boys), and Timber Tops (girls) will be Visiting campus on
Friday, Feb. 21 to interview interested students.
Call your Placement Office or Camp Pine Forest,215-887-9700
to schedule an appointment.

0!!
~A.~E ..~ ... o".
G"'''''''P

Hey Kathy, thank you for
the music.
DMK

Hey (Weiser),
Happy Valentine's Day!
P .S. Thanks for being a
friend (from a volleyball
game to late night chemistry sessions).
Bud(Weiser)

Craig,
How can I resist such cuteness
and talent . . . I wuv you
wabbit ...
Always and Forever!
Terri
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J.Z. .

Dear Jim,
Happy Valentine's Day
See you soon.
xoxo
M'e rrie, CoCo and Ruby
and Leroy

It's definitely been worth
the 10-week wait. I'm looking
forward to some more "hugs"!
Happy Valentine's Day.
love J.

---

1986 AIR BAND COMPETITION
The 1986 Air band Competition, sponsored by the R.A.'s, will be held on
•
. 'Friday, February 28. It ~ill take place in
Wismer Auditorium and begin at 8:00
: p.m. Registratio'n forms for entrants are
available from your Resident Assistant.
The forms must be filled out and returned
to your R.A.'s by February 21. Tickets for
the audience will be sold by R.A.'s. There
is limited seating,. so purchase your tickets ,
as soon as possible.
:
I

1

Jim,
Happy Valentine's Day
Study hard and do your best.
But have fun doing it.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Sue and Hilde,
Happy Valentine's Day
love,
From your two favorite
Nautilus Tigers

•••••

••••

MSOCherish your yesterdays
Wish for Hsomedays"
But love life for today.
I love you
-SlB

••

Stephanie,
Happy Valentine's Day
To: Dad, Mom, Leroy, Gab9-20-85
rielle, and Joshua
to
Happy Valentine's Day
... x-xx-xx .
Love,
love,
Scott
Scott
To all those goddesses at the
lunch table:
I love how you vascillate!
Love,
L.
P.S. Is that how we sound?
Dear jim,

Chere lynne-Marie, ,
Sera-tu Ie mien, ou seraisje Ie votre?
-Je t'aimeTon ours avec les yeux
marrons.

To: Kevin Rafuse
love the HAruba" tan! We
know your secret. We'll meet
you on the beach!
love,
Your Tigress
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..
~

.USGA ELECTION RESULTS
President: Josh Krassen
Vice President: Jeanne Radwanski
Treasurer: Dave Ricci

Surprise!
Will you be my Valentine
Have a Happy Day
xoxo
Love,
Kid-O

t

+".

......

......

.. ...

';.

..

The following girls would have received carnations had I
the money to pay for them.
Maryann Antenucci Ginny Paynton
Heather Camp Annmarie Young
Ann Kennedy Liz Young
Tracy Lakin p, Mary Young

Anyway, it's the thought that ... ah, bull. I know.
Love, G.

. ..

.

Corresponding Secretary: l\1arybeth Friel
Recording Secretary: . Diane O'T olle

REPRESENTATIVES
Class of '89: Joe Wilk
, Tom Prisco
Class of '88: lisa Gilmore
Jackie Frizell
Class of '87: Brian Pollack
Joel Davies

..

PAlSLE.Y
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~
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Classified
Please Help WVOU
Our c )mpu ladlO tatlon, 540
AM WVOU , n ds <1 logo llnd a
motto badly! PI (s
nter the
WVOU Logo-Motto Conte t right
away! Entry blanks m <. vallable in
WIsmer Lobby. All entn s re due
March 3. A gift certIfIcate will be
offered by Sam Goody's to the
winner(s).

SIGN UPS FOR
INTERVIEWS

INTERCRISTO CAREER
BUILDING SEMINAR

Sign up sheets for t he following
companies are now available
for all seniors: Feb. 18, K·Mart
Apparel; Feb. 28 (teachers),
Educ tional Resources Group;
March 18, U.S. Army; All -State
Insurance, March 20. These
sheets are available in Studio
Cottage.

Intercrislo CcHeer Bulding
Semin{1f will be held on Fehru(uy
22, in the Phdc1delphl(l Airport
Mariott. The seminar fE>(? IS $45.
Intercristo is () non -profit Chris tian ministry decllc{)ted to helping Chrlstiuns integrate f{lith
<. nd work. Contact: Intercristo,
19303 Fremont Avenue Nort h,
Seattle, Wc1shll1gton 98133 or
call 800 -251 -7740.

LENTEN BIBLE STUDY
An opportunity to deepen
your spiritual life will begin on
February 14th and continue on
Friday afternoons during the
Lenten season in the Meditation
Chapel of Bomberger Hall.
From 3:00 to 4:30 p.m., M.
Scott Landis, campus minister,
will lead a Bible study on the
book of Galatians.

RECRUITMENT
SCHEDULE
Ketron, Inc. of Wayne, PA,
has been added to our list of
on-campus recruiters for the
spring semester. Recruiters will
be on campus on Friday, March
21, to interview for programmers, analysts positions. They
will interview only Applied
Math/ Economics, Mathematics,
and Physics majors. They are
pre-screening, so if you wish to
interview, please sign up in
Studio Cottage no later than
March 7.

NEED A BABY SITTER?
Faculty, staff and students
who need an occasional sitter
may make use of the Babysitting
Job Bank by getting in touch
with Beth Blaze, Coordinator
of Continuing Studies, at ex tension 2218 (Evening School).

LORELEI DANCE
Don't be the only person on
campus this Friday night.
Everyone will be going to the
Lorelei at the Valley Forge
Hilton. The February 14, Valentine's Day, dance begins at 9:00
p. m. and ends at 1:00 a. m.
There will be music by d professional D.J., refreshments, and
a cash bar for everyone twentyone and over (with proper 10).
If you don't have a ride, don't
worry, because transportation
will be provided by the Campus
Activities Board (sign up in the
College Union). Don't miss the
fun.

LOAN FORGIVENESS
FOR MATH/SCIENCE
STUDENTS
Freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors enrolled in teacher certification programs in mathematics, biology, chemistry, physics, or general science may be
eligible for Pennsylvania's Scholars in Education Awards. See
the Education Department for
information on math/ science
certification programs.

EDUCATION DAY
The sixth annual Careers in
Education Day will be held on
March 22 at the Sheraton- Valley
Forge Hotel in King of Prussia.
Learn about employment and
teaching career opportunities
in Eastern Pennsylvania! Information is available on Pennsylvania certification, salary
ranges, resume writing and
spe'c ific information on individual school districts. Personal
interviews will be held.
Pre-registration is required
by March 1. There is a $5.00
registration tee. Registration
applications are available in
Studio Cottage.

WELLNESS PROGRAM
TO PRESENT CONCERT
The Well ness Program will
sponsor a concert by the
Roberts Wesleyan College Wind
Ensemble from Rochester, New
York. Part of a two-week emphasis on spiritual well ness, the
concert will be held on Monday,
February 17, at 4:00 p.m. in
Bomberger Auditorium, on the
Collegeville campus.

REP. SCHULZE TO
SPEAK
AT URSINUS

Do you ask yourself if "buying
American" really saves Amer ican jobs? Or have you won
dered if t he economics of the
United States and forf'ign countries can prosper simull{\IwousALL JUNIOR
Iy?
PRE-MED STUDENTS
U.S. Represent{)tive Rlch,lrci
Junior pre-med students who T. Schulze will speak on U.S .
are interested in the Medical Trade Policy at d Forul1l
Officers' Program, please see progrdm on MonddY, F <.:'hrll<lry
Mrs. Mann in the Pre-med Office 17, (l I 7::3 () p. 111. 111 W h n H:' r
immediately .'
AudItOrium

EDITORS SOUGHT FOR
STUDENT
PUBLICA TIONS
Applications for the post ion
of Editor-in-Chief for I he three
student publications are being
sought by the Student Publications Committee. This committee is composed of faculty
and staff members, student representatives, and editors ()nd
business managers of the
Grizzly, the Lantern and the
Ruby . The committee will meet
on March 17, 1986, to elect
1986-87 editors.
Anyone wit h questions concerning duties and responsibilities should see currenl
Editors-in-Chief: Joe Pino
(Grizzly), Sara Seese (Lantern)
and Alison Brown (Ruby).
Publication "dvisors (He also
available 10 explain the editorial
positions:.Dr. Cobbs (Grizzly),
Dr. Lioncuons (Lantern) dnd
Mr. Jdmison (Ruby).
Let lers of dPplicution sti.lIing
your qualificcltions dnd prospective plans, should he received by Dr. Llonarons, English
Department, by 3:00 p. m.,
March 17, 1986.

The Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Apex
5 Ballot
9 That woman
12 Sandarac tree
13 Metal
14 Beverage
15 Intolerant
persons
17 Hypothetical
force
18 Rodent
19 Blood vessel
21 Narrow, flat
boards
23 Short-distance
track man
27 Article
28 Barter
29 Small lump
31 Parent : colloq.
34 Maiden loved by
Zeus

ALL STUDENTS
SummE.>r school dnnOUIlCf;'ments dre dVdildble !l()W fr0111
your clclvisor or clepdrt 111E.>llt
chcllrmdn. Pick ()Il~ LIp edrl y' :c.O
Ih()t you CdJ) pLII1 Y0111 ---1IIII IlH'1
<.1{\!::>s(J~ Tdhl> C>lW OJ Iwo ~'l'(\I""
of d I, II) ~ Ll d ~ W. In. d·d.) 11 P ~ () J) W
COLlI S('

we 11

" . • Il I..

pr()~!1 dill .• 1I1e1

IOdd

Ilt·;.,1

('I~)I

"II..'

1.11,(.' "

35 Greek letter
37
39
40
42
44
46

Pcnch
Hebrew letter
Beam
Drink slowly
Din
Printer's
measure
48 Transport to
another
50 Europeans
53 Is in debt
54 Everyone
55 Negative
57 Places for
combat
61 Spanish for
"river"
62 Declare
64 Rescue
65 Brawl: colloq .
66 Contest
67 Barracuda

DOWN
1 Public vehicle:
colloq.
2 Swiss canton

3 Sink in middle
4 Furnish
5 Call on
6 Conjunction
7 In addition
8 Goals
9 Run aground
10 Warmth
11 Dines
16 Doctrines
20 Recent
22 Note of scale
23 Mix
24 Malay canoe
25 Sun god
26 Hurried
30 Repast
32 Part of church
33 Antlered animal
36 River island
38
41
43
45

Own
Color
In favor of
SuppOSing that
47 Coroner: abbr.
49 Cognizant of
50 Young salmon
51 Mixture
52 Projecting tooth
56 Eggs
58 Short sleep
59 Hail!
60 Deposit
63 Printer's
measure
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